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Abstract
The Belle II experiment is an upgrade of the Belle detector and will operate
at the SuperKEKB energy-asymmetric e+e− collider. The accelerator has al-
ready successfully completed the first phase of commissioning and first electron
positron-collisions in Belle II were observed in April 2018. The design luminosity
of SuperKEKB is 8x1035 cm−2s−1 and the Belle II experiment aims to record 50
ab−1 of data. Belle II has a broad program of τ physics, in particular, precision
measurements of Standard Model parameters and searches of lepton flavor and
lepton number violations, benefiting from the large cross-section of the pairwise
τ lepton production in e+e− collisions. In this talk, we will review the τ lepton
physics program of Belle II.
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1 Introduction
A B-factory is a machine that collides electrons and positrons at the Υ(4S) resonance energy,
producing a large amount of B meson pairs. It provides a clean environment for precision
measurements and searches of physics beyond the Standard Model. The cross section of the
process e+e− → τ+τ− at the Υ(4S) resonance energy is of the same order as the production
of a B pair from the e+e− collision, then, a B-factory is also a τ lepton factory.
The first generation of B-factories, BaBar at SLAC and Belle at KEK, have achieved
important results in τ lepton physics, taking advantage of the huge amount of τ lepton pairs
produced in the high luminosity e+e− asymmetric collisions at the Υ(4S) resonance energy.
Recording a combined sample of 1.5 ab−1, corresponding to about 1 billion of tau pair decays,
precision measurements of the τ properties have been performed, such as the mass, lifetime,
and branching fractions of leptonic and semileptonic decays. Additionally, limits in electric
dipole moment, lepton flavor violation (LFV) and lepton number violation (LNV) decays have
been imposed [1].
Figure 1 shows some of the results obtained in the B-factories, indicating the integrated
luminosity and the publication year. Most of these results may be improved in the B-factory
of next generation, Belle II.
Figure 1: Highlights of the τ lepton physics results in the first generation of B-factories,
indicating the integrated luminosity accumulated and the year of the measurement.
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2 The Belle II experiment
The Belle II experiment is a detector coupled to the SuperKEKB accelerator, located in
Tsukuba, Japan. SuperKEKB is designed to reach 50 nm beam width in the collisions,
allowing an instantaneous luminosity of 8.0× 1035 cm−2s−1.
Belle II keeps the design of the previous detector Belle, with major upgrades in each of
their subsystems. The main modifications are:
• The vertex detector, which contains two layers of DEPFET pixel (PXD) and four layers
of silicon strips (SVD), improving the resolution respect to Belle.
• The central drift chamber (CDC) has a larger volume with smaller drift cells.
• A completely new particle identification system, using aerogel ring-imaging Cherenkov
detectors.
• Faster electronics in general.
A complete description of the Belle II detector can be read at reference [2].
From April to July of 2018, Belle II performed the Phase II of commissioning. Detector
recorded 500 pb−1 of data at Υ(4S) energy with the BEAST II detector installed, instead of
the vertex detector. BEAST II is used to study the beam background components [3]. Next
year, in 2019, Belle II will start the Phase III with all the subsystems installed, expecting a
full dataset of 50 ab−1 by the end of the data taking, in 2025.
3 First results of τ lepton physics at Belle II
3.1 Reconstruction of τ pair production
The reconstruction of tau pair production e+e− → τ+τ− is performed searching 3-1 prong
events in a data sample of 291 pb−1. Events in data are required to fire the CDC trigger.
Only four charged tracks per event are accepted, with zero net charge and splitting the decay
products into two opposite hemispheres by a plane perpendicular to the thrust axis ˆ¯nthr,
defined such that
Vthr =
∑
i
|~pcmi · nˆthr|∑
~pcmi
, (1)
is maximized, with ~pcmi being the momentum in the center-of-mass system (CMS) of each
charged particle and photon. Signal side hemisphere is defined as the one containing a 3-
prong decay, while the tag side should contain the 1-prong decay. A pion mass hypothesis is
used for all charged tracks, looking for τ → 3piν events in the signal side.
After further selection criteria are applied, 9800 events remain as τ pair candidates. Fig-
ure 2 shows the invariant mass distribution of the three charged pions coming from τ → 3piν
candidates, with Monte Carlo (MC) simulated events superimposed. Figure 3 presents the
event display of the Belle II detector with one of the candidates who pass the cuts.
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Figure 2: Invariant mass distribution of the three pions coming from τ → 3piν candidates
reconstructed in Phase II data. Events in data are required to fire the CDC trigger. MC
is rescaled to a luminosity of 291 pb−1 and reweighted according to the trigger efficiency
measured in data. The error band on the total MC includes the MC statistical uncertainty, the
luminosity uncertainty, and the uncertainty associated with the trigger efficiency reweighting.
Figure 3: Event display of the Belle II detector showing a 3-1 prong event, likely a e+e− →
(τ−sig → 3piν)(τ−tag → µντ ν¯µ) candidate reconstructed in Phase II data.
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3.2 τ lepton mass measurement
A first τ lepton mass measurement at Belle II is performed following the method developed
by the ARGUS collaboration [4]. The pseudomass Mmin, defined by
Mmin =
√
M23pi + 2(Ebeam − E3pi)(E3pi − P3pi), (2)
is obtained for each τ → 3piν candidate. Here, Ebeam is the energy of one of the beams in
CMS and M3pi, E3pi, P3pi represent the invariant mass, the energy and the momentum of the
hadronic system of the three pions in CMS, respectively.
An empirical probability density function (p.d.f.) is used to estimate the τ lepton mass.
The edge p.d.f. used is described by
F (Mmin; a, b, c,m
∗) = (a ∗Mmin + b) · arctan [(m∗ −Mmin)/c] + P1(Mmin) (3)
in which a, b and c are real values and the parameter m∗ is an estimator of the τ lepton mass.
A fit of the p.d.f. (3) in the pseudomass region from 1.70 to 1.85 GeV/c2, yields a
mass measurement of mτ = (1776.4 ± 4.8(stat)) MeV/c2. Figure 4 shows the pseudomass
distribution of the τ → 3piν candidates, with the p.d.f. fitted superimposed. The result is in
good agreement with the measurements from previous experiments, as shown in the figure 5.
4 Prospects for τ lepton physics
By the end of the data taking, Belle II will have stored 45 billions of e+e− → τ+τ− events,
which will allow the study of τ physics with high precision measurements. Prospects for τ
lepton physics at Belle II are briefly described. Further details and a more complete description
may be found in the Belle II Physics Book [6].
4.1 Lepton Flavor Violation in τ decays
Given the experimental observation of neutrino oscillations, it is known that neutrinos are
not massless and lepton flavor is violated. If the Standard Model is extended to include
neutrino masses only, the branching ratio of lepton flavor violation (LFV) processes is too
small, ∼ 10−54, to be observed [7, 8]. The observation of LFV in τ decays would be a clear
indication of physics beyond Standard Model [9].
The golden channels for studying charged LFV are τ → 3µ and τ → µγ. The first one is
a purely leptonic state and the background is suppressed; the second one has the largest LFV
branching fraction in models where the decay is induced by one-loop diagrams with heavy
particles [10,11].
Figure 6 shows the prospects for upper limits to be imposed in τ LFV decays according
to sensitivity studies described at [6] and, for comparison, the limits imposed for previous
experiments. With the full dataset expected for the Belle II experiment, 50 ab−1, the upper
limit for the branching fraction of LFV decays τ will be reduced by two orders of magnitude.
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Figure 4: Distribution of pseudomass Mmin =
√
M23pi + 2(Ebeam − E3pi)(E3pi − P3pi) of τ−sig →
3piν candidates reconstructed in Phase II data. Events are required to fire the CDC trigger.
The blue line is the result of an unbinned maximum likelihood fit, using an edge function
(a∗Mmin+ b) ·arctan [(m∗ −Mmin)/c]+P1(Mmin), in which m∗ estimates the τ lepton mass.
A mass of mτ = (1776.4± 4.8(stat)) MeV/c2 is measured.
4.2 CP violation in τ decays
The decay of the τ lepton to final states containing a K0S meson will have a nonzero decay-rate
asymmetry Aτ , defined by
Aτ =
Γ(τ+ → pi+K0S ν¯τ )− Γ(τ− → pi−K0Sντ )
Γ(τ+ → pi+K0S ν¯τ ) + Γ(τ− → pi−K0Sντ )
(4)
due to CP violation in the kaon sector. The SM prediction [12,13] yields
ASMτ = (3.6± 0.1)× 10−3. (5)
On the experimental side, BaBar is the only experiment that has measured Aτ [14], getting
ABaBarτ = (−3.6± 2.3± 1.1)× 10−3, (6)
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Figure 5: Comparison between the τ lepton mass measurement performed by Belle II and the
values obtained from previous experiments. τ lepton mass average reported by the PDG [5]
is also displayed.
Figure 6: Current 90% C.L. upper limits for the branching fraction of LFV τ decays. Limits
imposed by CLEO, BaBar, Belle and LHCb are showed. Additionally, prospects for limits to
be imposed by Belle II are indicated with red circles, assuming an integrated luminosity of 50
ab−1 [6]. The last four decay modes also violates barion number conservation.
which is 2.8σ away from the SM prediction (5). An improved measurement of Aτ is a priority
at Belle II.
CP violation could also arise from a charged scalar boson exchange. It can be detected
as a difference in the decay angular distributions. Belle searched for CP violation in angular
observables of the decay τ → K0Spiν [15], in which almost all contributions to systematic
7
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uncertainty depend on the control sample statistics. So, it is expected that the uncertainties
at Belle II will be improved by a factor of
√
70, given the integrated luminosity projected.
4.3 Michel parameters
In the Standard Model, τ lepton decays due to the interaction with a charged weak current.
Leptonic decays such as τ → `ν¯`ντ are of special interest because the absence of strong
interactions allows the precise study of electroweak current and its Lorentz structure. The
most general Lorentz invariant Lagrangian, assuming left-handed neutrinos, is
L = 4GF√
2
∑
N=S,V,T
i,j=L,R
gNij
[
Ψ¯i(l)Γ
NΨn(νl)
] [
Ψ¯m(ντ )ΓNΨj(τ)
]
, (7)
with ΓS = 1, ΓV = γµ and ΓT = i
2
√
2
(γµγν − γνγµ), being γν the Dirac matrices. Ten non-
trivial coupling constants gNij describe the interaction. In the SM, with a Lorentz structure
V-A of the current, the only non-zero coupling is gVLL = 1.
In the leptonic decay τ → `ν¯`ντ , assuming neutrinos are not detected and the spin of the
outgoing lepton is unknown, only four bilinear combinations of the coupling constants gNij are
experimentally accessible. They are called the Michel parameters ρ, η, ξ and δ [16]. In the
SM, ρ = 3/4, η = 0, ξ = 1 and δ = 3/4.
The expected statistical uncertainty of Michel parameters at Belle II is of the order of
10−4. Assuming a similar performance as Belle [17], at Belle II the systematic uncertainties
will be the dominant ones. Improvements in the two-track trigger are needed in order to
reduce systematic uncertainties during the measurement.
4.4 Searches for second class currents in τ decays
According to their spin, parity and G-parity (JPG), hadronic currents can be classified [18]
as first class currents, with quantum numbers JPG = 0++, 0−−, 1+−, 1−+; and second class
currents (SCC) with JPG = 0+−, 0−+, 1++, 1−−, being the last ones not discovered yet.
SCC could be discovered in nuclear processes, with many theoretical and experimental
challenges. Another possibility is their study in τ lepton decays, in which the observation of
the decay τ− → b−1 ντ or τ− → a−0 ντ would be a clear signature of SCC [19].
The most feasible possibility at Belle II is the search of SCC via the decay τ → ηpiν,
containing or not a intermediate a0 resonance. In the SM, the proposed decay is suppressed
by isospin violation through the pi0− η mixing, and a branching ratio of Br(τ → ηpiν) ∼ 10−5
is expected [20–24]. This decay channel has not been observed yet, given the difficulty in
controlling the background. BaBar has set the upper limit Br(τ → ηpiν) < 9.9× 10−5.
At Belle II, the large statistics will allow imposing stronger cuts in order to reduce the
background. Sensitivity studies performed show Belle II will have full capacity to test models
proposed for τ → ηpiν (See table 1). Figure 7 shows the 90% C.L. upper limits to be imposed
by Belle II for the branching fraction of the decay τ → ηpiν. From 1 ab−1, Belle II will
have the capacity to test SM predictions for the τ → ηpiν decay. Furthermore, given the
suppression expected in the SM, new physics searches are achievable [25].
8
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BRV (x10
5) BRS (x10
5) BRV+S (x10
5) Model
0.36 1.0 1.36 MDM, 1 resonance [20]
[0.2, 0.6] [0.2, 2.3] [0.4, 2.9] MDM, 1 and 2 resonances [21]
0.44 0.04 0.48 Nambu-Jona-Lasinio [22]
0.13 0.2 0.33 Analicity, Unitarity [23]
0.26 1.41 1.67 3 coupled channels [24]
Table 1: Most recent SM predictions of the branching ratio of the decay τ → ηpiντ .
Figure 7: Prospects for 90% C.L. upper limits to be imposed by Belle II for the branching
fraction of the decay τ → ηpiν, as function of the integrated luminosity recorded. Red line
represents the prediction for branching ratio of the 3 coupled channels model [24] and red
band contains other SM predictions described in table 1.
5 Conclusions
Belle II has recorded successfully ∼500 pb−1 of data during the first collisions performed
at SuperKEKB during Phase II. The data has been used mostly for beam background and
detector performance studies, showing a healthy operation of all the subsystems. In 2019, full
physics program will start and by the end of the experiment, in 2025, Belle II is expected to
collect 50 ab−1 of data.
The preliminary result on τ lepton mass measurement obtained from Phase II data,
mτ = (1776.4 ± 4.8) MeV, is in good agreement with the measurements reported by pre-
vious experiments and the average τ mass value by the PDG. Systematic uncertainties were
not considered. Additionally, a good agreement between data and simulations is observed.
The τ lepton physics program at Belle II will take advantage of the largely integrated
luminosity expected, allowing the study of several topics. Limits in branching ratio of LFV
decays, CP violation asymmetries and Michel parameters will be improved by two orders
9
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of magnitude, but a careful analysis of systematic uncertainties is required. Searches for the
τ → ηpiν decays should allow the discovery of SCC and studies of physics beyond the Standard
Model.
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